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Leadership  

As I started my journey at NJCU in the Educational Leadership Program, I was unsure of my 

leadership style. According to Northouse (2013), a leader consists of these components: (1) a process; (2) 

includes influence; (3) transpires in groups; and (4) includes common goals (Northouse, 2013, p. 5). Within 

the first week of engaging in many diversified group activities, my leadership style seemed to lean toward 

the servant style leader. While participating in leadership activities and delving deeper into the 

understanding of the different styles, I realized that my leadership style aligns more with the 

transformational than servant leadership role.  

As my educational journey continues through my last engaging and fun summer institute and third 

year at NJCU, my leadership style has definitely continued to develop and grow in the transformational 

leadership role. Northouse, 2013 points out that transformational leadership takes time to create the 

relationship and attentive to the aspects and understanding of the other needs. Throughout the years as 

being part of Cohort 5 I have formed such leadership skills through demonstration of the different 

assignments and roles necessary to complete the steps as a group for the assigned project. As with this 

specific style of transformational leader; listening and exchanging information is an important skill for our 

success as a team.    

Transformational leadership encompasses many different factors and human-centered  

characteristics composed of: “emotions, values, ethics, standards, and long-terms goals” (Northouse, 2013, 

p. 185). Aligning and fitting all these pieces together, as a transformational leader, my strengths are in 

collaboration, listening, active participation, inspiration, team spirit, creativity, innovation, and caring 

(Northouse, 2013, pp. 191-194). In addition, my mindfulness skills expand on the features of the 

transformational leadership style.  

Mindfulness is an opportunity for a leader to embrace the humanistic view and aligns within the 
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transformational leadership style as an atmosphere of growth, inspiration, connections, and 

understanding within the framework of the system (Ulmcke, 2016). Mindfulness balances and 

complements the characteristics of transformational leadership. Working together and being thoughtful 

encourages a stimulating working environment. Listening and guiding staff toward common ground is 

present as a leader in education. Transformational leadership qualities are in direct correlation with my 

strong work ethic in education. As educators we are all bound for the common good, educating our 

students, in doing so, we need to stay true to what drives us. This is key to positive motivation, decision-

making, ethical climate, and moral actions (Northouse, 2013, p. 187). Along with “passion, inspiration, 

charisma, recognizing people as individuals, and intellectual encouragement” are essential elements 

(Northouse, 2013, p. 191). I am passionate and a visionary in every aspect of my life. This is why I 

chose the field of educational technologies to earn my doctorate and be a leader within the next 

generation of leaders.  

I Believe  

My position as a Technology Teacher, plus as the Before/After-School/Summer Camp 

Enrichments facilitator, is very rewarding. I pass on my passion in the hope that the positive ambiences 

will inspire more children to believe in themselves, stay positive, and strive toward being successful; 

not to give up on reaching their dreams or goals. My passion revolves around exploring and researching 

the exciting world of emerging technologies, especially robotics. Navigating these fresh and new 

concepts into my classroom is the spirit of my belief and teachings. Everyday consists of inspiring and 

innovative technologies and methodologies, both in hardware and software there is a link need to be 

explored and pointed out in the education field. I am eager to expand my current knowledge base and 

continue on as a leader in this field. My ultimate goal is to have the ability to turnkey my new learnings 

and aspirations to impact the standard education curriculum and also further revolutionize diverse 
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learning systems. My mission is to be a valuable leader in this field and to successfully guide, enrich 

and share the future of emerging technologies in any level of education.  

As the third year is taking fold, I narrowed my focus on one area which merging robotics and 

computational thinking overlapping the key concepts of 21-st Century Learning. This practice 

introduces both highly motivational pieces into useable and inspiring activities which can be 

implemented into today and future educational classroom. I am also embarking on a separate conductor 

to include the higher education world by facilitating workshops for novice teachers in the innovation 

and emergent technologies for the classroom. I want to help re-configure the future of teaching by 

inserting robotics education into the mainframe curriculum. My professors in this Educational 

Technology Leadership doctorate program are great leaders and instill the following characteristics (a) 

authenticity; (b) passion; (c) inspiration; and (d) confidence all the time. These attributes helped with 

the courage to move forward in this field. By presenting workshops, either online or face-to-face, to 

help teachers discover and employ new and innovative methodologies for infusing technologies in their 

classroom, no matter what level of education. I am an innovative, energetic, and creative leader in the 

world of technology leadership and hope to share my ideas with whomever is in the audience. 
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Professional Reading Plan 

Belcher, W. L. (2009). Writing your journal article in twelve weeks: A guide to academic publication 

success.  

Bers, M. (2018). Coding as a playground. New York. Routledge. 

Diamond, J. (1999) Guns, germs, and steel: The fates of human societies. New York: W. W. Norton & 

Company.  

Duckworth, A. (April 2020). Grit: The power of passion and perseverance young readers.  

Lessig, L. (2006). Codev2. http://www.codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf 

Lessig, L. (2004). Free culture: How big media uses technology and the law to lock down culture and 

control creativity. http://www.free-culture.cc/freeculture.pdf 

Krukowski, D. (2017). The new analog: Listening and reconnecting in a digital world. The New Press.  

Papert, S. (1993). The children’s machine. New York: Basic Books. 

Pressfield, S. (2002). The war of art: winning the creative battle. New York: Rugged Land. 

Quinn, J. & Fullan, M. (2015). Coherence: The Right Drivers in Action for Schools, Districts, and Systems. 

USA: Corwin & Ontario Council of Principals. 

Rose, T. (2015). The end of average: How we succeed in a world that values sameness. New York: 

HarperOne. 

Rushkoff, D. (2005). Get back in the box: Innovation from the inside out. New York: Harper Collins. 

Turkle, S. (2015). Reclaiming conversation: The power of talk in a digital age. New York: Basic Books. 

Turkle, S. (2012). Alone Together: Why we expect more from technology and less from each other. New 

York: Basic Books. 
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My Goals 
As my doctoral three-year journey continues, I have established specific goals that will enable 

me to keep growing and evolving into an inspiring and innovative leader in the field of educational 

technology. The following is a list of activities that I have already accomplished or will accomplish in 

the future.  

Doctoral Journey 2017-2018---Goals Achieved  
I have accomplished/presented/participated:  

● NJCU Family Ed Tech Day (September 23, 2018)  
● District Professional Development-BRing It On! (January 

15, 2018) 
● FIRST Lego League Competition Judge (November 18, 2018)  
● CODIE Judge (March 2018) 
● NJCU Scavenger Hunt Committee 
● NJCU IRB Board Review Committee 
● IEEE TALE 2018 Proposal Reviewer 
● Kappa Delta Pi National Honors Society-NJCU 
● Panel Judge at 2018 Pennsylvania Junior Academy of Science (PJAS) Region 1C Competition 

(February 2018)  
● NJCU Educational Technology Leadership course work for Year One  

 
Doctoral Journey 2018-2019---Goals Achieved  
I have accomplished/presented/participated:  

● NJSC (New Jersey Science Convention)-Princeton, NJ “Revitalizing the Computer Class 
with Robots” (October 23-24, 2018)  

● FIRST Lego League competition (November 16, 2018) 
● MCCC-PA-(October 5, 2018) “Let Robots Drive the Learning” 
● The NJECC 33rd Annual Statewide Educational Technology Conference, Montclair State 

University, Montclair, NJ (January 8-10) "Robots -- Innovation & Creativity Within 
"Future-Driven" Classrooms" 

● 2019 FETC Future of Education Technology Conference - Orlando, FL (January 27- 30, 
2019) “Robots – Key Ingredient in a Creative Classroom” 

● CODIE Awards Judge (January 2019) 
● PETE & C-(Pennsylvania Educational Technology Expo and Conference) (February 10-12, 2019) 

“Stepping up your game with SAMR” & “Bring Life to Your Classroom with Robots” 
● Professional Development in district-Storytelling and Robotics (January 21, 2019) 
● Teaching with Technology Showcase: Excellence in Action-William Patterson University, Wayne,  

NJ, (February 22, 2019) "Robots-Inspiration, Innovation, & Creativity in a Future Drive Classroom 
● NJCU Webinar-A Continuum of Technology Integration From K to Professional April 16, 2019 
● NJCU Webinar-Storytelling & Scratch Coding-May 7, 2019 
● SITE2019 (Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education) in Las Vegas, NV 

(Computational Thinking, Robotics) 
● SITE2019 in Las Vegas, NV-Published paper “Bring Life to Your Classroom with Robots & 
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Empower Your Students to Engage in Innovative Thinking” 
https://www.learntechlib.org/p/207920/ 

● SITE2019 in Las Vegas, NV (Developing and Managing a Cohort-Based Doctoral Program in 
Educational Technology Leadership) 

● SITE2019 in Las Vegas, NV-Co-published paper “Developing and Managing a Cohort-Based 
Doctoral Program in Educational Technology Leadership” 
https://www.learntechlib.org/p/207752/ 

● ISTE National Conference (International Society for Technology in Education) (June 23-25, 
2019) (2 sessions-Robots in Classroom & Storytelling with Scratch) 

● Proposal reviews for IEEE TALE 2019 (June 2019) 
● Horizon Project - 2019 Higher Ed Edition Expert Panel 
● Girls in Technology Symposium (March 28, 2019) Breakout EDU activity 
● Volunteered at STEM Academy (NJCU) Ozobots Presentation (twice) 
● NJCU - Demonstration of Robots to Ed Tech. Master Students on Campus--June 2019 
● LEGO Education Master Program (started)  
● Co-presented with Daniel Ward-Global Learn 2019-AACE (July 10, 2019) "Application Process of a 

Learning Management System for Academia"  
● Co-Published paper with Daniel Ward- “Application Process of a Learning Management System for 

Academia”  
● TWTCON-Teach with Tech Conference (July 22-24, 2019) "Storytelling & Scratch 

Coding" 
● Kappa Delta Pi National Honors Society-NJCU 
● Golden Key International Honors Society-NJCU 
● NJCU Educational Technology Leadership course work for Year Two 

  
Doctoral Journey 2019-2020---Goals to Achieve  
I will: 

● Present at Scratch Conference Europe, Churchill College, Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK 
(August 23-25, 2019) "Storytelling Through Scratch" (accepted) 

● Present at NJEA Atlantic City, NJ November 8, 2019 (accepted) 
● Present at WITS Raleigh, NC. November 9, 2019 (accepted) 
● Present at Hawaii International Education Conference January 4-7, 2020 (accepted) 
● Present at SITE2020 in New Orleans, LA. (Computational Thinking, Robotics) 
● Present at ISTE 2020 in Anaheim, CA. (Computational Thinking, Robotics) 
● Start the process to author or co-author book (robotics in schools) 
● Provide professional development in district-TBD  
● CODIE Awards Judge 
● Judge at FIRST Lego League competition  
● Continue and graduate as LEGO Education Master 
● Create online course in the field of Educational Technology (PD for teachers on Computational 

Thinking & Storytelling)  
● Reviewer for IEEE TALE 2020 
● Publish in academic journal 
● Create webinar(s) 
● Adjunct Professor in the field of Computer Science/Educational Technology 
● Kappa Delta Pi National Honors Society-NJCU 
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● Golden Key International Honors Society-NJCU 
● Complete NJCU Educational Technology Leadership course work for Year Three  
● Successfully defend my dissertation  
● Graduate from NJCU with a doctorate degree in Educational Technology Leadership  

 
2020 and Beyond…Continue to explore and expand in various Educational Technology 
Leadership venues by: 

● Present at different venues and specialty levels including a few previous presented at conferences 
(NJEA, HIEC, SITE, and ISTE) 

● Author or co-author book(s) 
● Provide professional development in district  
● Life-long learner enroll in additional professional development and graduate level courses in Ed Tech 
● Judge at FIRST Lego League competition  
● LEGO Education Master World Conference  
● Create additional online course in the field of Educational Technology  
● Adjunct Professor in the field of Computer Science/Educational Technology 

 
Evaluation of Presentations and Conferences 

This doctoral program over the past two years, has exceeded my expectations in helping and 

encouraging me to evolve into this leader that I am now in the Technology Education field. Reflecting on 

the various conferences that I have attended and presented there are a few conferences which I recommend 

attending or participating in because of the program scope and information. The conferences are FETC 

(Future of Education Technology Conference), NJECC 33rd Annual Statewide Educational Technology 

Conference, PETE & C-(Pennsylvania Educational Technology Expo and Conference, SITE2019 (Society 

for Information Technology and Teacher Education), and ISTE Conference (International Society for 

Technology in Education). FETC and SITE workshops are aimed at teacher education, while ISTE is on a 

national education level. The NJECC is a state-oriented teacher education platform. PETE & C audience 

are the educational technology products for teachers, administrators, and other educational stakeholders. 

All of these conferences are full of innovation, energy, creativity, and various platforms for advancing 

technology education. I will continue to present at various venues for many years to come. 

This document is a work in progress that will be updated throughout the Ed.D Program  
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